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Abstract

It is learnt that exponential potentials of the form V - exp(-2c�O/Mp) arising from the

hyperbolic or flux compactification of higher-dimensional theories are of interest for getting

short periods of accelerated cosmological expansions. Using a similar potential but derived

for the combined case of hyperbolic-flux compactification, we study a four-dimensional flat (or

open) FRW cosmolgies and give analytic (and numerical) solutions with exponential behavior

of scale factors. We show that, for the M-theory motivated potentials, the cosmic acceleration

of the universe can be eternal if the spatial curvature of the 4d spacetime is negative, while the

acceleration is only transient for a spatially flat universe. We also briefly discuss about the mass

of massive Kaluza-Klein modes and the dynamical stabilization of the compact hyperbolic extra

dimensions.
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A tentative acceptance of cosmic acceleration of the universe [11 has stimulated many works

on string or M theory cosmology 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 7 0, 11, 12, 13]. Though t is not explored yet

whether string or M-theory predicts the distinctive features of our universe, like a spatially flat

(or open) four dimensional expanding universe with small matter fluctuations, most physicists

would believe that a four dimensional cosmology should be derived from a fundamental theory of

gravity and particle interactions. This fundamental theory could be a theory of supergravity or

superstring origin, or even a theory without the need of extra dimensions or supersymmetry (e.g.

loop quantum gravity). Nonetheless, it is quite interesting that cosmic acceleration can arise

from compactifications of higher-dimensional theories on hyperbolic spaces without fluxes 3 4]

or with fluxes [5 6 7 These solutions, along with their many generalizations [8 9 11, 12] deal

with time-dependent scale factors of internal spaces, thereby overcoming a difficulty of "no-go

theorem" given for a de Sitter type compactification in supergravity theories with static (and

warped) extra dimensions 14].

When studying the dynamics of the inflationary universe, in effective four-dimensional the-

ories, one usually considers the Lagrangian density

xf-g ( R - a�0)2 - 2V(W)) (1)
2

with canonically normalized kinetic and potential terms (our normalization for �p is the same as

in Ref. 11]). Of particular importance is the choice of the potential V�O) whose form depends on

particle physics or compactifications used to derive a lower dimensional effective field theory. One

would like to derive potentials which allow inflation in the early universe and/or acceleration in

the current cosmological epoch. Both cases may be explained in a typical manner by postulating

some suitable scalar potentials.

Recently some progress has been made about inflation within string theory [15] by keeping

the system in the string theory de Sitter vacuum and by constructing a scalar potential in the

D31D3 warped brane background which may not cause non-inflationary rolling of a scalar in field

space 16]. These mathematical frameworks assume that the metric of a compact non-singular

internal m-manifold E.. is time-independent, and in turn, inflation is non-generic which involves

some degree of functional fine tuning. In this paper we consider scalar fields in cosmology by

allowing the metric on E, to be time-dependent.

For many classical compactifications of effective supergravity theories, the scalar potentials

are of the form V - exp(-2c�plMp) with the (dilaton) coupling constant c - 0(l). The cos-

mological models with such a potential have been known lead to interesting physics in a variety

of context, ranging from existence of accelerating expansions [18] to cosmological scaling solu-

tions 19], see also, e.g., 20, 21] for some related discussions. Using a phase-plane method, a

qualitative analysis of homogeneous and isotropic riedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) models

'However, this minimum is only metastable. There are general arguments 17] that the types of potentials
one may get in warped de Sitter string theory geometries, with trapped fluxes present in the extra dimensions,
generically lead to instability of our four-dimensional world.
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was given by Halliwell in Ref. [18] A more illustrative discussion on cosmological consequences

of a rolling scalar field with exponential potential can be found in Ref. [9]. It is also learnt

that the attractor solutions of a simple scalar potential of the above form can lead to models of

quintessence 22] and accelerated cosmological expansions for natural values of model parame-

ters 23].

A number of authors have studied the effects of exponential potentials on M-theory cosmol-

ogy, including the recent papers concerning hyperbolic or flux compactifications and accelerated

expansion. So far no general discussion has been given for the combined case of hyperbolic-

flux compactification, see, however, Refs. 6, 10] for some qualitative arguments. Besides, most

authors have studied only a spatially flat universe, and this in turn leads to the observation

that the accelerated period in these models is typically preceded by a period when the universe

was dominated by the kinetic energy of the scalar field, a result not supported by standard

cosmology. So in this note we present some analytic (and numerical) results by considering the

combined effects of hyperbolic extra dimensions and background fluxes. We show that the accel-

erated expansion of the universe may continue forever if a spatial curvature of the 4d spacetime

is negative. This possibility was pointed out before in Ref. 7]; here we try to make the earlier

discussion more precise with further analysis.

The scalar potential we consider is an exponential function of �p(t) associated with the time-

varying volume of an internal space E.. of dimension m and a 4-forin field strength, namely,

(see e.g. 12] for details)

2 ki -2c mf -2 6 V M� 2 e p M2 e- C MP (2)
rc P = VI + V2

Here 62 = b2 (4/m(m - 1))3/,2, with b being the field strength parameter, and the spatial cur-

vature k = -1, 0, or +1, respectively, for hyperbolic, flat or spherical internal manifolds 2.

Other than a time-varying factor, the volume of the internal manifold scales as - r' e', where

a depends on the topology of E,.,, 24], where rc is the radius of curvature of the internal space.

The effective radius is however rc e'O, where 12]

4 �o + 1 m(m - 1)
+ 2) Mp m+ 2 4

The ratio between 1/r, and 6 may have an important impact for the potential 2). The 4-form

field strength F[4] = 2bvol(F,,,,), so the flux parameter b, which is normally quantized, is not
3necessarily small if r, << 1 and F[4] is of intermediate (neither small nor large) value

To get an accelerated universe from (string/M-thoery) compactifications, the potential V(W)

has to be positive. This requires 62r2 > 2 and c > v/3 if ki = +1. The most interesting case isC

'By saying a hyperbolic manifold one would mean the space admitting constant negative curvature. And a
compact hyperbolic manifold is achieved by taking a quotient H'Irlf... of the non-compact hyperbolic space

H' by a freely acting discrete subgroup of the isometry group.
3jt is expected that the field strength contributes to the potential only in sub-leading order, while the dominant

contribution comes from the curvature of the internal space.
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perhaps k, 1, so called hyperbolic compactification, for which V O) is positive even if 0.

And, k = corresponds to a pure flux compactification. When < 3, V2 is way steep and

V is sufficiently flat, but, in the limit c > �/3, this is opposite. The value c = /-3 is therefore

transitional for which both contributions to Vo) may be relevant.

To explore inflationary universes with a scalar field, it may sometimes be useful not to restrict

the coupling constant c since we do not know yet which compactification of String/M-theory if

any, best describes the very early universe or the late-time cosmic acceleration. But, for many

(classical) compactifications of supergravity theories, only c > I arises in practice, in particular,

for the hyperbolic compactification, since c one has I < c < V3 when m > 2 (c hereM
is 11V2 times the c defined in Ref. 7 but is the same of Ref. 12].)

The four-dimensional part of a higher dimensional Einstein-frame metric is the usual FRW

spacetime in the standaxd coordinate (see, for example, Ref 4, namely,

2
ds 2 = -dt2 + at 2 dr + 2dq2 (3)

4 G - kr2 2 ) 

Here k = 0, ±1 is the spatial curvature of the universe, dQ2 the metric on a unit two-sphere, and

a(t) the time-dependent scale factor. Then the wave equation for �p and the Friedman equation

have the following form (in the units M2 = 87rG4)_ = 

+ 3HO + ki 2ce-2c � _ 3 2 e-(61c)w = 0, (4)
r2 cC

3H2 - o2 + 3k + 2k, e-2c� _ b2e-(61c)�p = 0, (5)
a2 r2C

These are the basic equations for our system. As usual, H = 1a is the Hubble parameter and

an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to the proper time t. There is an equation which

does not explictly depend on the background fields and the coupling c, namely,

2 a k 2
H _ + (6)a

In our analysis, this equation will be useful for consistency checks. The solution of equations

(4)-(6) following from the 4d Lagrangian (1), with the potential 2 is the same as the one from

(4 m) dimensional field equations 7 121.

Hyperbolic flux compactification: In general, for the acceleration of the scale factor

a(t), that corresponds to our universe, the spatial curvature k has to be zero (or negative) 4.

First we consider that the four dimensional universe is spatially flat (i.e. k = ). In this case it

is convenient to introduce a new logarithmic time variable T, which is given by

d-r = e`�'dt, a(-r) = ln(a(t)). (7)

'See also a related discussion in Ref. 251, which discusses some cosmological implications of S-branes.
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Then, Eqs 4 and (5), with kj = -1, take the following form

cW12 + 3a'�o - 2c - 3 2 e2 C2 -3)�olc = 0 (8)
rC2 c

3a' 2 _ P 2 2 _ b2e 2(c 2-3)vlc = 0

r 2C

A prime indicates differentiation with respect to T. The conditions for expansion and accelerated

expansion are, respectively,

H = a'(,r) e- " > -2cW (a ca I + a /2 > 0, (10)
a

and so a' > corresponds to expanding cosmologies with H > . It is difficult to find the

solution in a closed form when c :�k /'3 and > When 0 and < 53, the solution is

(relatively) simple, which is given by

-Y(,r + TO + 6+ In sinh -Y(,r + -ri) + C, (1v 3 a(,r = 6- n cosh

�p (T) = J_ In cosh 'Y (r + T' 6+ In sinh -y(,r + T,) + C2 (12)
rc rc

where C, and C2 are some (integration) constants and

c2 (13)

v/3 c 2

The result in Ref. [1 1] is obtained with the settings rl = 0 and r, = 1. We have written here only

the accelerating branch, see Ref. [11] for other cases. One may set T, = 0 and take -r > 0- this

changes the position of big-bang type singularity from r = -,rl to -r = 0. One easily evaluates

the acceleration parameter

.. = 2CW 2-y 2 (C2 2 'yla e- 2 + 2V3c (2 cosh rc (14)
rc C2 3(3 - C2) cosh 2 7, Cos 2L

rc r,

It is easily checked that for c > 1 the accelerated expansion is only transient [11] but it can

be eternal if c < 1 [12], although this value is not obtained from classical compactifications of

supergravity theories, see also the discussions in Ref. [11]. In particular, for the critical value

c = 1, the conditions for expansion and accelerated expansion are satisfied when r > 0.27,rc.

This implies that the onset time of cosmic acceleration may depend on the radius of curvature

of the internal space. We discuss this point further below.

As is evident from (8), (9), the choice c = v�3 ' is special, for which the solution is

(b2r2 + 2)-r 1 V3 (Pr2 + 2)-r 1C C -
a 2r2 + 6-r , �O 2 r2 (15)

C C 2 vr3,r
'This value is not obtainable from a hyperbolic compactification but may arise from a compactification of 5d

gauged supergravity.
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Figure 1: The parameters are fixed at c = 3/v/-7, r, 0.4, = 1, k = , k, -1. (a) Left plot:
scale factor vs cosmic time (b) Right plot: the Hubble parameter H vs t.
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Figure 2 The parameters are the same as the ones in Fig. (1). (a) Left plot: acceleration d/a
vs cosmic time t. (b) Right plot: the curvature radius r, eO vs t.

As - 4 0, t -4 2vrr, H o 11(6V-r) and d/a o - 11(18-r). The universe is expanding but decel-

erating when -r 4 . After a certain proper time, the ratio h1a approaches zero, thereafter the

universe accelerates in the time interval v/2 v3r < V/3(62r2 + 2), < v2 -+v'r,, whileC
2r2 +�2 to 141 r- 1 v/:2

changes its value from - 052 r-1 �b C r2 2 The acceleration is transientC c C

and leads to only a few e-foldings. Such a solution may be relevant to explain acceleration in

the current cosmological epoch, if it is transient.

Numerical solutions may be explored to verify the existence of transiently accelerating ex-

pansions for the c > 1, k = cosmology. For example, as shown in Figs. (1) and 2), when

c = 3/vr7, k = and ki = 1, for the following initial condition 6

ao = 26, Wo = 04, �bo = 0-5,

at t - -0.01, the solutions are only transiently accelerating. The late-time behavior of solutions

and periods of transient accelerations are largely insensitive to fine-tuned initial conditions, but

the on-set time for the acceleration can vary with rc.

There are few important points to be noted here. From the plots in Fig. (1) and 2 one

easily sees that the scale factor a(t) grows with t much faster than the scale factor rceO of the

internal space. The acceleration of the 4d universe is associated to a bounce of the compact

internal space off its minimal radius (or volume), as noted before in Ref. [11]. Then one may

6The initial behavior of the solution can be more sensitive with the initial values of ao and W, other than of
r,. But, in any case, for the k = cosmology, even for the exact solutions a and �p always involve some arbitrary
(integration) constants, like C1 and C2 in Eqs. (11), 12), which may be suitably chosen.
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have an impression that the internal space will grow with t uncontrollably. But this is indeed

not the case. What happens is the following. Even if r - 1, the quantity r, eo almost saturates

with the value 010) when t -+ oo but the scale factor of our universe, a(t), grows almost

exponentially. Moreover, if r, << 1, then reO << 1, while a(t) expands much faster than in

the r - I case 7. This is simply not because one is multiplying eO with a small radiusr,, rather

a small value of r, will make eO in the full classical field equations to vary only slowly with t.

This result is valid for the both cases k = and k = 1.

The table (1) shows how the scale factors a t) and r, eO could vary with r, for the following

initial conditions

Wo = 05, 00 = 0-5, ao = 26

at t = 1. The other parameters are fixed at k = 0, kj = 1, c = 3/v/7 and r,. The result

is again largely insensitive to the initial conditions, except that the scale factor a(t) can vary

(slightly) depending upon the initial values for and a. Moreover, for t >> (i.e., >> 1),

the flux contribution to acceleration will be negligible even if b is taken to be large, except for

the case that c - O. More discussion is given below.

Table 1: The relation betweenr, and the scale factors at t = 1010

r, a(t) r, eO W - WO
0.1 i X 109 35 22.5

0.001 -- T X �10 i 26.5
0.00001 .4 x 10 0.025 30.5

The hyperbolic-flux compactification8 is different in many ways from the pure flux or hy-

perbolic compactification. For example, if the curvature radius r, is sufficiently small, e.g.,

'r. � TeV-1 - 0-1,5 cm and the flux parameter is sufficiently large, then the acceleration

parameter d/a is, although negative, almost zero for all t. That is, the deceleration following

after a period of transient acceleration is modest. At any rate, for a spatially flat 4d spacetime

(k = 0), the acceleration of the universe is only transient when c > 1. It can be eternal if

c < 1. This result is again largely insensitive to fine-tuned initial conditions or background

fluxes. However, the value c < 1 is itself not included in the above compactifications.

Some of the above discussions however will change if the spatial curvature of physical 3-space

is negative (k = -1). In this case, accelerated expansion may continue forever even with the

coupling constant c > 1 mainly when triggered by some non-trivial background fields, like the

flux parameter b > 0, or by a higher dimensional cosmological constant.

In order to deal with the late-time acceleration, there may be a need to introduce matter

fields, since the (contemporary) universe contains about 30 percent (baryonic plus dark) matter.

70ne also keeps a track in the notations, specially, 0 and W; 0 is associated with the scale factor of the internal

space, r, eo, see, e.g., [12], while V is a canonically normalized 4d scalar.
8In better sense, M-theory compactification since the form-field background is typical in M-theory.
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Figure 3 The parameters are fixed at r, 0.8, 4, k 0, k -1, and c 0.8. (a) Left
plot: acceleration vs cosmic time (t). (b) Right plot: H t vs t.

However neither matter nor radiation contribution is going to make much difference to the

amount of acceleration in these models, as it is clear from the relation 2 oc a2 PMR constant,

where PR OC 1/a 4 and PM < 1/a3 . The scale factor a(t) presumably takes a large value at these

epoches, and radiation and matter both satisfy the strong energy condition. Nevertheless, the

introduction of cold dark matter is phenomenologically well motivated, e.g., as required for the

construction of the effective 4d cosmological model 9.

Toroidal flux compactification: In this case, the potential V�o) will have contribution

only from the form-field background. Let us define

d-r = e- (3/c)w dt, a(,r) = ln(a(t)). (16)

With k = 0, the field equations have the following form

-2
(P cV12 + 3al�o' 3 (17)

c

3a'2 i2 62. (18)

Specially, for c = V3, the solution is simple

a (r) �2T2/4 16 vf3W -3�2,r2/4 12 (19)e oc e e oc e T

This solution is accelerating in the interval (vf3 - \ < V6 6 T (\,F3 + xF2). Of course, the

solution with > is different from that with = 0; in the latter case there is no acceleration.

We should also note that the solution with V/3 is different from that with c -,,f3. For

example, when c = /4-/3, the solution looks like

- (X2 + 2b b(x - )
a = �O (20)

2 v/3 x 2 x

where x = x(-r) satisfies the equation

C+ X C_
tanh-1 + tan-' x 3A, (21)

d+ (d+) d- d-

8



where c± = 4v'-2 ± 3V3, d± V'3-\76 7. The limit x - 0 (W' -oo) corresponds to

-r -� 0. While, the limit x 1 (�p' 0) corresponds to - - 1/2b >> 0, if b is small

There is a transient acceleration when x 1. Similarly, for c > v3, there may arise a period of

acceleration for the k = -1 cosmology. This possibility was also noted before in Ref 2.

Open universe and cosmic acceleration: Next let us consider the possibility that the

spatial curvature of the 4d spacetime is negative (k = - ), that is, so-called open cosmologies 0.

The most interesting case, < c < V3, is an example of hyperbolic compactification which gives

a power-law acceleration. To make our discussion more precise, we take k = ki = -1 in the

field equations 4), (5). For b = 0, the solution (restoring units) is 12]

a = - C t' 1 In ct (22)
.\/2 I c 0C) 

Here the branch c < I can be unstable due to an imaginary scale factor a(t), and so one requires

c > 1. The limit c = however may be approached once 6 > 0. From 22), using dr = e-cw dt,

one can easily derive that t oc exp(cr/r,). Thus, for r, << 1, even a small (logarithmic) time

-r may correspond to a large proper time t and so W >> 1. In this limit the contribution of the

background flux to the potential is almost negligible.

Let us take the point of view that the non-trivial flux parameter, b > 0, serves as a source

term to lowest order perturbations of the scale factor and hence the late-time acceleration of

the universe. One may write a(t) = ao (t) + a, (t) and W = Vo + W1, where ao and Wo are now

given by 22). To lowest order, the field equations take the form

4 2 -2cwo 362 -(6/c)�oo'�I + 3Hool + 3H10o + 2 c e WI e (23)
rc C

6HoH, - 20ool + 4 ce-2cVovi + 6 al b2e-(6/c)�po (24)
r2 a3C 0

where Hi (ai/ao) Ho + tii/ao. With 0, the solution is

a, = 00 6-y 0- (25)

where fi is undermined (but a small) constant and

3 (1 - n) VF- 4 - 3C2
I - 4 C2 _ 1 , n = -J -- 2 . (26)

Thus, for c < Vr4-/3, the acceleration tends to zero asymptotically, and there is no cosmological

event horizon in such a case. The behavior of the solutions (or the trajectories in the phase

portraits) may change at c = ,/4-/3. The above result is in precise agreement with the earlier

9A toroidal flux compactification (ki = 0) may be equivalent to the hyperbolic-flux compactification but in
the limit rc -+ oo, so the flux parameter 6 may be small in this case.

10The spatial geometry can be nearly flat locally. The effect of the non-trivial topology is still prominent if the
spatial hypersurface is much smaller than the observable region at present.
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Figure 4 The parameters are fixed at r = 0.001, = 200, k = kj = -1, and c = 3/vlr7. (a)
Left plot: acceleration vs t. (b) Right plot: the scale factor of the internal space Vs t.

discussion in 7 that a perturbative solution with b = may give an eternally accelerating

expansion only if m > 6 (i.e., c < %/Z/3). While, for c > V�4/3, the late-time acceleration can

be oscillatory- this limit however may be pushed to c > V2 with > .

Under the linearized approximations, the constant may be fixed in terms of and r,:

3-n (3n - 13 - n) 3 - n 1-n/2

r. 2n(3n2 + 2n 3 6 ) I

- 3n - 2)�_(1- n) -v/9 n2; n = 3(1 - 2/c (27)

The most suitable range turns out to be < c < f2, and hence

, > , -3 < n < , < y < v8-/9.

62 14/3.In particular, when c = 3/vf7, -y = V�7_/8 and 071 rc Here only the branch c < f is

accelerating, while the branch c > /2 is oscillating between expanding and contracting phases.

However, the full classical non-linear equations with > may still allow eternally accelerating
b2 .3-n < O(j).expansion for c < f3 when C -

In fact, though the linearized approximation may be a good first test for the existence of

accelerating phases and also useful to assign initial conditions, it sometimes does not contain

all information about the accelerating expansions. So one may have to rely more upon the full

classical equations and see whether the accelerated expansions are transient or eternal. But it

is not easy to find exact solutions in the combined cases of hyperbolic-flux compactification for

arbitrary c. Since we are interested here in the late time behavior of the accelerated expansion,

the physics does not depend much on the fine-tuned initial conditions.

As shown in Fig. 4), when rc = 0.001, for the initial conditions

ao = 28, �po = 95, O = 06

at t = 1.1, the acceleration is always positive at the late-time: irrespective of the fine-tuned

initial conditions the system approaches a state of zero acceleration when t + 00. For a small

value of b, the acceleration starts at early times and asymptotes to zero relatively quickly, but

for a large value of (and rc << 1), acceleration starts only after a certain proper time and

10



lasts for an infinitely long period before approaching a state of zero acceleration. Moreover, at

late times, the energy associated with a scalar field �p is also slowly evolving down its potential

V(W). This is essential to obtain negative pressure p = 2 - 2V(�O) so that the kinetic energy

density associated with �o is less than the potential energy density. We should also note that

the rate of acceleration (or the ratio ii/a) can be enhanced by increasing the value of the flux

parameter and simultaneously decreasing the curvature radius r,

Compactification with a cosmological term: Fom a pure gravity action with the

(4 + m) dimensional cosmological term A, upon the dimensional reduction, we find that the d

scalar potential is
I m2 2r kM2 _ 2

V ki e MP - e MP (28)
r.2 2

where,& A(4/m(m - 1))'/" with m > 2 The field equations then have the following form

2k, -2cw - A (21r)W = ,+ 3H�b + 2 ce e- (29)
rc C

3H 2 - o2 + 2ki e-2cV + 3k _ &e- (21c)W = 0, (30)
r2 a2C

in the units Mp = . It is evident that the value c = is transitional. The consistency

equation 6), which has no dependence on the background fields or the higher dimensional

cosmological constant A, is the same. Here also the most relevant case is ki -1. Specially,

for k = 0 and c - (namely, c 1+), the solution (with r > 0 is

X + X-1 - x-1
06 a I V2,p' = y x

rc r,

2 + Ar2
Vf3 + 1 tanh C (31)- I y

v/2 ( r, 2

This solution is accelerating for all r satisfying

,rc + V'3 0.27,rc

'r > - c0sh- 1 � � = TO (32)
ly 6 'Y

Acceleration is possible in the both cases A > and A < . What is more important is

that -y > 0 must hold, which translates to the condition that > - 2/r2. As in the case of

form-field background, the accelerated expansion of a spatially flat universe can be eternal only if

c < 1, otherwise the acceleration is transient. However, there may arise an eternally accelerating

expansion for the k = - 1 cosmology, even if c > 1.

Conclusion and Discussion: In this paper, we have used the M-theory motivated scalar

potentials to study the FRW type four dimensional flat (or open) universe cosmology, and shown

that a scalar potential of the form V - r- 2 exp (-2c(p) + (62 /2) exp (-6�olc) arising from theC
hyperbolic-flux compactification is of interest for getting transiently or eternally accelerating

11



expansion of the universe. For a spatially flat universe the accelerated expansion will continue

forever only if the coupling c < 1, regardless the background fields. However, in light of the

result that for all known cassical compactifications of supergravity theories on some non-trivial

curved internal manifolds or toroidal spaces with fluxes, only c > I arises in practice, we are

led to explore other alternatives for cosmic acceleration. We find that an eternally accelerating

expansion is possible with c > I if the spatial curvature of the universe is negative. For the

case of hyperbolic-flux compactification, this claim was made before in Ref 7 based on a result

from linearized approximations, and here we have verified this claim by solving numerically the

classical field equations with a non-zero flux.

For the hyperbolic compactification, it may look disappointing that, under the time-evolution,

not only the size of the physical non-compact 3-space expands but also the scale factor of the

hyperbolic internal space does so. However, this itself is not a real problem because the effective

curvature radius of the compact hyperbolic manifold remains almost constant in terms of d

proper time, when r, << 1. To be more clear, it is suggestive to analyse the result in terms of

four-dimensional cosmological parameters. For simplicity, let us consider the k = 1, 0 case

(the situation is improved when the background flux is non-zero, b > 0). For example, when

c = 3/v/7, one easily computes

rceo = rc exp ( 2,o ) (10.5)'/9
,/63

3 t 29
= 1.29r,

( f7 ,

The value on the right-hand side can be of 0(l) or less, for rc < < 1, even if t is very large.

So by suitably choosing rc - TeV-1, one may get the physical 3-space of the size - 1028 CM,

while the effective curvature radius (or the scale factor) of the compact internal space can still

be much less than a millimeter.

There may be some other important issues. One is that whether it is possible to use M-

theory motivated potential for dark energy. And whether the Kaluza-Klein modes on a compact

hyperbolic manifold, in a time-dependent background, can be massive. Since not much is known

about the KK mass (or energy) spectrum on compact hyperbolic spaces, we shall not make any

speculations here.

In the M-theory case, i.e., c = 3IV7, the scalar potential is

b2
-2V1 MP M2 -2,/7 MPV= Mpe p - er2 2C

In the case of toroidal-flux compactification, the first term would be absent. In fact, if one

wishes to tune the above potential to the dark energy or the present value of the cosmological

constant, namely, _ 1-120, in the 4d Planck units, then it is more important to know what is

the radius of curvature of internal space (i.e. r,) and the flux parameter b. If �p >> 1, then,

even if b - Mp, the dominant contribution to the potential comes from the curvature term (i.e.,

12



the first term). For a tentative value of r - ITeV-' 10-15 CM,

2
1 TeV 2V9/7 io-120 M4

V ml 1�015TeV e- MP
P (

requires - 91.6, in the 4d Planck units, and hence the scale factor (of internal space)

reO _- 13 x 1(-5 CM.

This is further pushed down for a smaller r,, e.g., if r-1 - 10 TeV, then r, eO -_ 22 x 10-6CM.

Thus the compact hyperbolic extra dimensions may have testable signatures. It is also important

to note that the solutions are obtained by writing the full spacetime metric in Einstein conformal-

frame, so there is no time-variation of the four-dimensional constants, like the 4d Newton's

constant, due to the time-dependence of the compact space. The masses of the massive KK

modes can simply be bounded below by 9], see also 24],

`/7 -1MKK = e rc

Note that the topological number e' is known for the lower dimensional compact hyperbolic

spaces, namely, for m = 2 and m = 3 and it is in the 0(l). Actually, there can be only a
3lower bound to the volume of compact hyperbolic space, like VCH > 0. 1667 rc , and the known

example with smallest volume is Weeks manifold with V > 0.94r'. If one allows the internal

space to be compact hyperbolic orbifolds then the volume can be much smaller, see, e.g.,[26]

and references therein. In the case of CHM one would not expect e' to deviate significantly

from 0(l) when one takes m = 7 instead of m = 3 Thus the massive modes may still be in

the order of I/r,, i.e., in the order of TeV scales.

One direction of further investigation is to analyse the field equations as a dynamical system,

a la Halliwell, using a phase-plane method and see how the solutions behave in phase space

asymptotically in the combined case of the hyperbolic-flux compactification. A step in this

direction, with the settings r, = and 6 = 0, is recently taken in 271 (see also the last section

of Ref. 28]), which also generalize the earlier analysis in Ref. [181.

Another direction is to extend our construction by taking some of the extra dimensions to

be flat, like V x H31rif,,,, instead of the H71I, geometry. The energy spectrum on a CHM

in three space may be better known as compared a CHM in four and higher-dimensions. One

may also include the brane (or brane-instanton) effects by allowing a delocalized flat transverse

space. In this case, even though the flat part will have zero contribution to a scalar potential,

the coupling constant c will change. We hope to return to this and related problems elsewhere.
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